
 

Delphi Cars 2014 R2 BEST

the latest released version of delphi cars 2015.2 is available. this application update corrects several problems that were found in delphi
cars 2015.2 and includes some additional fixes for the following drivers: the car's instrument cluster and main controls remained

unchanged. however, the delphi app gives you a lot of the same information as the delphi cars app i was using before the module was
connected. the delphi app pulls data from the vehicle's obd-ii port, via the same wireless connection the delphi module uses, to display

data on screen. that includes data from the delphi module, such as the vehicle's speed, the car's current gear and whether the engine is
warming up or off, as well as data from the car's on-board diagnostics system. the module has a lot of options, but those are hidden until
you click the icon with a gear in it in the delphi app's main window. in addition to the typical functions for opening a locked car's trunk,

pulling a window down or locking the car, you can also set the car to self-charging mode, lower the windows or activate the car's
headlights. since the delphi app can receive information from the module, i figured it would be easier to learn how to use the module itself.
i found the delphi cars 2014 r2 module to be very easy to use once you figure out how it works. you first need to connect it to your car via
the provided 3.5 mm audio plug, then run the associated software. the driver's manual or the delphi app will tell you where to find the obd-

ii port, which is usually below a car's dashboard, as well as the location of the wireless transmitter.
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note:1,if your computer
initial install ds150e

software,you must set up
usb driver(primary unit link
to personal computer to set
up).usb driver is certainly in
'ds150e 2015.3 cardriver'2,if

you can't run
main.exe.please set up

netframe3.53,if your main
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unit firmware is usually
aged, you must web page
link main unit to car after

that updata firmware!
0bd2tuning.com 2015.3

delphi ds150e brand-new vci
shows: 1. newest edition:
2015.03, require to switch

on by our professional,
please deliver us the service

code after you set up the
software. revise: update via
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email 3. work on both cars
and trucks 4. come by our

dealership in delphi, in, for a
test drive. our sales team

wants to help you find a new
chevrolet, buick, and gmc
vehicle. we'd love to help

you find the right car or suv
for you. we have a large

inventory of new vehicles to
choose from, or you can take

a look at our pre-owned
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vehicles. our dealership is
open from 9 a.m. to 6 p.

monday through friday, and
9 a. to 3 p. saturday. contact

us today if you need more
information. our dealership

features a huge inventory of
new chevrolet, buick, and
gmc vehicles. when you

need a vehicle for work or
play, you want to shop at a
dealership that understands
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your needs. at our
dealership, we offer an

inventory that features new
cars, trucks, and suvs for

monticello and logansport, in
shoppers, as well as used

cars, suvs, trucks and
crossovers for lafayette, in
shoppers. call us to get a

test drive at our dealership
in delphi, in, near monticello,
in, or stop by for a tour. you
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should always check your
vehicle's owner's manual

before making any
modifications or

performance changes to
your vehicle. you can find
your owner's manual here.

how can we help you today?
our monticello, in chevrolet,
buick, and gmc dealership is

located at 1791 east
lincolnway drive in delphi, in.
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